Concurrent Technologies Corporation (CTC) delivers unbiased, reliable learning solutions that take into account the full scope of each project...from analysis to assessment. CTC provides modular learning solutions mapped to an organization’s vision, culture, structure, and technology capabilities. Through comprehensive, expert analysis, CTC works with an integrated team of experts to develop scalable and sustainable learning environments that achieve precise learning objectives and enterprise goals.

**Providing Professional Enrichment**
- Needs Assessment
- Gap Analysis
- Course Observation
- Curriculum Review
- Technology Evaluation, Integration, and Support
- Courseware Development Support
- Teaching Methodology Workshops

**Pioneering the Changing Learning Landscape**
A driving force behind the development of Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) and the Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM®), CTC is at the forefront of learning technologies. Consequently, so are our partners.

Relying on CTC’s lessons learned and diverse experience, our teams benefit from our ability to deliver requirement-centric solutions and respond to real-world needs. CTC establishes learning systems that ensure the right information, training, and performance-support tools get to the right people, on demand. Employing proven instructional design methodology, we develop cost-effective, reusable courseware, enhance instruction, and increase learner satisfaction.

**Creating Agile Learning Organizations**
Above all, distributed learning is about people, and CTC works collaboratively with subject-matter experts, instructors, learners, technology experts, and organizational leaders to identify the right blend of technology to truly enrich learning. CTC expertly integrates multimedia, interactivity, and design elements to ensure rich and immersive learning environments that engage and motivate learners. We meld instructionally sound content with animations, graphics, video, and audio to form dynamic instructional packages.
Our clients benefit from their association with a national expert in SCORM-conformant content, interoperability, and learning repositories.

CTC creates complex, learner-driven, games and simulations, as well as interactive courseware. We provide distributed learning solutions; immersive technology; curriculum review and development; content creation; and learning support technology evaluation and integration.

Ensuring Quality Processes and Exceeding Expectations
At CTC, our clients are our partners, and we work with our partners as an integrated team from project start to completion. Quality assurance begins immediately, and throughout the development process all products go through rigorous verification and validation cycles to ensure stability and complete accuracy before delivery.

Our pre-development analysis quickly determines project requirements and the best way to achieve an innovative, customized, professional solution delivered on time and within budget. Requirements are solidified and implemented through continuous team involvement.

Employing Rapid, Intelligent Courseware Design
CTC uses a rapid spiral development approach to determine education and training requirements and build programs that meet those requirements. Storyboards, prototypes, and course management tools allow our integrated teams to envision the final product early in the development process so that requirements are agreed upon prior to investing in the full development process. We ensure reusability and interoperability through intelligent courseware development and integration.

To effectively map the user experience, CTC has created a unique, user-centered design methodology called MAPUEx®. Available exclusively at CTC, MAPUEx guides product development efforts, educates team members, and seamlessly bundles products for delivery.

For more information, contact CTC Educational Technologies, at educationaltechnologies@ctc.com.
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